QC Manager
Syntagon AB
Do you want to be part of a growing and developing business expanding with new products, new customers
and presence at a growing international market?
Syntagon is a leading Scandinavia-based drug development and chemical manufacturing company. The
company has capacity and know-how to assist clients from early discovery batches all the way through
validation and into commercial manufacturing.
Syntagon provides the client company with all relevant supporting documentation together with the
manufactured substance. Over one hundred biotechnology and pharmaceuticals clients have selected Syntagon
for their development and manufacturing programs.
The position
The successful candidate will as QC Manager have responsibility for all QC matters at the site in Södertälje
focusing on quality control concerning production of Life Science ingredients in the area of adjuvant
ingredients, novel excipients, API’s and Aesthetic products ingredients. You will be in charge of making sure
that Syntagon AB meet expected quality standards whilst development and production perform efficiently.
The holder of the position will also coordinate different activities related to Quality Control Management over
the site and contribute to the development of all quality work within the company. You will be responsible for
instrumentation, facility and quality systems at the quality control laboratory. You will be training personnel on
analytical instruments as well as establishing specifications and developing and validating new analytical
methods. Your work will be carried out in accordance with GMP regulations and under GMP certification.
The candidate will have an academic degree with focus on analytical chemistry or chemistry or any relevant
area. You must have experience from work with HPLC and GC. It would be a great advantage if you also have
experience from work with Preparative HPLC.
You need to be able to act on own initiative and take own responsibility for making things happen, you shall
demonstrate leadership abilities inspiring and co-ordinate others keeping everyone focused on the objectives.
You must have analytical skills to quickly understand and analyse complex issues as well as being able to come
up with sound and rational judgments. You shall demonstrate use of a methodical and systematic approach in
your work. You must be able to communicate in a clear and structured way and manage to adapt to the
audience.
For further information please contact Dr Agnese Jurkevica, (Acting QC Manager), agnese
jurkevica@syntagon.lv or Dr Michael Lofthagen (CEO), Michael.lofthagen@syntagon.se.

